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A ~ to respca, promote and protect human rigbls and democnoc principles 
is a key dement of the Europelm Conmnmity's rdatiom wilb third COII'llries. 

These issues have been gradually incapor.ud 0.0 the Community's actiyities over a 
period of time through a series of alllllllitm:nls.odrnjm!jng in the inscrtioo of c::Kplicit 
u:faa:a:s to illnBI riglts and daooasic priDciplcs in the body of the Union Treaty. 

To help it meet lbosc (nlllitnctls the Coomurity has a broad nnge of inslrwnaJis at 
its diSj!OSIII, including Ulioo iiUrvation in jultx14imal btms and specific c:pmioos 
aimed at bolstering the Jll)e of law md respect for hl.man rist-s in the CXIIfcxt of the 
Ccmmunity's relatiom wiJ!1 IIOO-IIIell1bcl COIII"bies. Taking account of !unan rigbls in 
CXIIlti&::Wal relations with third CXII.Illries is ooe of lbosc inslrumenls. 

It is oo Ibis lalla" instrumcot that 1be CXIIIIIlllllic: ~ 



A. FOUNDATIONS AND REFERENCES 

References to human rights in agreements with third countries are based on the positions 
the Community has taken by: -

subscribing to universal and regional instruments and asswning respOnsibility for 
promoting the principles of democracy, the rule of law and respect for human 
rights (paragraph 5 of the preamble to the Single European Act); 

making respect Jor, and promotion ot: these principles one of the general 
objectives of Cormm.mity development cooperation policy (Union Treaty, Article 
130U) and one of the objectives of the common foreign and security policy 
(Union Treaty, Article 11 (2)); 

defining the main components of a hands-on strategy through its development 
cooperation policy and by inserting clauses on hwnan rights into economic and 
cooperation agreements with third countries (Luxembourg European Council's 
Declaration on Hwnan Rights, June 1991, paragraph 11); 

jointly identifying guidelines appropriate to the different typeS of agreement: 

- in its relations with developing c:Ountries, by adopting guidelines, proCedures 
and practical measures and including clauses on human rights in its 
cooperation agreements (paragraph 10 of the resolution on human rights, -
democracy and development of the Council and the Member States meeting 
within the Council, 28 November 1991 ); 

~~ in its relations with CSCE countries, by recognizing democratic principles and 
human rights as an essential element of its contractual relations with those 
countries by incorporating the appropriate provisions into the agreements 
concerned; these provisions allow: the Community to take action in cases of 
special urgency, including any failure to meet the obligations deriving from the 
agreement (Council Declaration of 11 May 1992).1 

These commitments as a whole are consistent with the opinions voiced by Parliament in 
· its various human-rights-related initiatives, including its annual resolutions on the world 

human rights situation · 

6326/92 (Press 71 G). 
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B. EVOUJ1ION 

The Community's growing commitment to the promotion ofhuman rights and dem~c. 
principles is reflected in the evolving nature of the references to these issues in the 
relevant agreements. · 

Initially they were mentioned either not at all or only in passing in the preamble of some 
agreements. The first reference in the body of a contractual document was in Article 5 
of the fourth .Lome Convention, concluded in December 1989. In this way the European 
Community and its Member States tangibly demonstrated their commitment to hwnan 
rights in their relations with third countries. In the ensuing three years, this stance was 
confirmed as such references gradually began to appear in cooperation agreements, 
defining respect for democratic principles and human rights as one of the foundations of 
the parties' relations. 

However, Article 5 of Lome IV and similar articles in other agreements do not provide 
a clear legal basis to suspend or denounce agreements in cases of serious human rights 
violations or intenuptions of democratic process. 

It is for this reason that a clause defining democratic principles and human rights as an 
"essential element" of the agreements with Brazil, the Andean Pact countries, the Baltic 
States and Albania was introduced in 1992 (see Annex 1-1). -

This is a substantial innovation, in that: 

it makes human rights the subject of common interest, part of the dialogue 
_between_ the parties and an instrument for the implementation of positive 

measures, on a par with the other key provisions; 

it enables the parties, where necessary, to take restrictive measures in proportion 
to the gravity of the offence (see Annex 2). In the spirit of a positive approach, 
it is important that such measures should not only be based on objective and fair 
criteria, but they should also be adapted to the variety of situations that can arise,
the aim being to keep a dialogue going; 

. In the selection and implementation of these measures it is crucial that the 
population should not be penalized for the behaviour of its government; · 
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it allows the parties to regard serious and persistent human rights violations and . 
serious interruptions of democratic process as a "material breach" of the 
agreement in line with the Vienna Convention, 2 constituting grounds for 
suspending the application of the agreement in whole or in part in line "ith the 
procedural conditions laid down in Article 65.3 The main conditi~n involves 
allowing a period of three months between notification and suspension proper, 
except in "cases of special urgenci', plus an additional period of grace if an 
amicable solution is being sought 

In application of a General Affairs Cowtcil declaration, since May 1992 all agreements 
concluded with CSCE. cowttries include an innovative provision in addition to the 
"essential element" clause. 

This additional clause (see Annex 1-2) provides for an immediate response, diverging 
from the procedure laid down in Article 65 of the Vienna Convention. It takes one of two 
forms: . 

an explicit suspension clause authorizing the suspension of the application of the 
agreement in whole or in part "with immediate effect" in cases of serious breach 
of essential provisions; this, so-called "Baltic clause" was used only in the first 
agreements with the Baltic States, Albania and Slovenia; or 

a general non-execution clause known as the "Bulgarian clause" which provides 
for appropriate measures should the parties fail to meet their obligations, 
following a consultation procedure "except in cases of special urgency"; this· 
clause was used in the agreements with Romania, Bulgaria, the Russian 
Federation, Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Moldavia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 

_.Kazakhstan and Belarus. · 

The difference between the two formulas resides in the degree of sensitivity allowed for. 
The "Baltic clause" is more severe in that it provides only for extreme cases warranting 
immediate suspension without consultation of any kind The "Bulgarian clause" not only 
provides for a conciliation procedure and a range of different options but is also designed 

- to keep the agreement operational wherever possible. It asserts that immediate suspension 
should be envisaged only in cases of special urgency. 

2 

3 

Vienna Convention, Article 60(3): "A material breach of a treaty, for the purpOses 
of this Article, consists in: _ 
(a) a repudiation of the treaty not sanctioned by the present Convention; or 
(b) the violation of a provision essential to the acc:Omplishment of the objective 
or pmpose of the treaty." 
Vienna Convention, Article 60(1 ): "A material breach of a bilateral treaty by one 
of the parties entitles the other party to invoke the breach as a ground for 
terminating the treaty or suspending its operation in whole or in part." 
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In January 1993, in response to the disparate natme of the references in the relevant 
agreements, the Commission, determined to adopt a non-discriminatory approach, drafted 
guidelines on these issues (Decision of 26 January 1993, :MIN (93)1137, point XlV), 
stipulating that draft negotiating directives for association agreements and ecopomic 
cooperation agreements should incorporate the following: 

(a) in the body of the agreement 

a clause · specifying that relations between the Community and the country 
concerned and all provisions of the relevant agreement are based on respect for 
the democratic principles and hwnan rights which inspire the domestic and 
external policies of the Community and the country concerned and which 
constitute essential elements of the agreement; 

(b) in the preamble: 

general references to respect for human rights and democratic values; 

references to the universal and/or regional instruments common to both parties. 

An explicit suspension clause or a general non-execution clause may be included in 
specific cases. 

The main points of these guidelines featured in a letter from Mr Van den Broek to the 
Council, Parliament and the Member States. 
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Although the Commission guidelines have been respected, the objective of a systematic 
approach has not yet been achieved. 

As regards the preamble, the practice of using different references depending on the 
regional location of the party concerned, when not supplemented by universal references, 
can appear to contradict the principle of universality; references to the market economy 
in agreements with OSCE countries create a different perspective having no direct 
connection with human rights, a fact that could be prejudicial to the aim of consistency. 

References to human rights and/or democratic principles as an essential element, although 
systematically included in all recent agreements of a general nature, 5 have been positioned 
differently (Article 1, Article 6, etc.) depending on whether or not the agreements·in 
question provide for political dialogue, and also supplemented with other references.· 

The "Baltic" clause was last used in October 1992, since When the preferred fonnula has 
been the "Bulgarian" clause, in some cases supplemented by one of two types of 
interpretative declaration (see Annex 1-3): 

4 

5 

joint declarations (Annex 1-4.i) in which the parties agree that a "case of_special 
urgency" means a material breach of the agreement, i.e . the breach of an essential 
'element of the agreement or repudiation of the agreement not sanctioned by the . 
general rules of intematioruil law; 

unilateral declarations by the Community (e.g. the agreement concluded in July 
---1993 with the Czech Republic, Annex 1-3.i) that subsequently became bilateral 

declarations (for the first time in the agreement signed with Russia in JWte 1994, 
Annex 1-3.ii); these declarations emphasize the inclusion in the agreement of the 
"essential element" clause and the reference to "cases of special urgency" resulting 
from the CoWtcil Declaration of 11 May 1992 on the Community's relations with 
its CSCE partners; · 

See table in Annex 3 showing different types of references to human rights and 
democratic principles in the Community's agreements with third coWttries. 
In the case of Turkey, a Decision of the Association Council of 6 March 
implemented the additional protocol to the association agreement of 1963, which 
entered into force in Janumy 1973, and which provides for the creation of a 
customs union between the two parties within 22 years. 
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in the case of the partnership and cooperation agreement with Russia, a joint 
declaration (Annex 1.4.ii) in which the parties agree that the "appropriate 
measures" referred to in the non-execution clause mean measures taken in 
accordance with international law, and that when one party takes measures . in 
cases of special urgency, the other may avail itself of the dispute settlement 
procedure. ~ 

The use of two different fonnulas (the "Baltic" and "Bulgarian" clauses) in the same part 
of the world coUld be interpreted as a discriminatory practice, putting the Commission 
in a difficult position in its negotiations with third countries. There is also a growing 
tendency to regain the margin of flexibility lost in the clauses themselves through an 
increasingly varied range of interpretative declarations. 

Nevertheless, the innovative use of specific clauses in the main body of the agreements 
concluded with third countries places the Emopean Community in the vanguard of the 
international communit)ls endeavotn"S in this field and highlights the parallel importance 
of adopting a positive approach. 

This impact of this initiative has been positive in a nwnber of ways: 

(a) the additional clause initially intended for the OSCE countries has, at the 
Council's behest, gradually been applied to other geographical areas, e.g. the Lome 
IV review, Morocco and Twlisia, South Korea and Nepal. 

(b) enshrining human rights as an essential element of the Commun.it)ls relations with 
third cotmtries enhances cooperation and improves the visibility of its initiatives, 
many of which are entrusted to specialist organizations, such as the reinforcement 

--of the rule of law, the consolidation of the legal system, support for freedom of 
expression, the defence of vulnerable groups and support for the grassroots. 

(c) it has introduced a range of restrictive measures (see Annex 2) that is sufficiently 
broad to enable the parties to respond in a manner appropriate to the gravity of 
the case in question; to date, none of the agreements with an "essential elenient". 
clause, with or without an additional clause, has had to be suspended in any way. 



D. CONCI.IJSia-lS 

The concern expressed by the European Parliamenfi and the COtmcil7 with regard..to the 
issue ofhmnan rights and the Comrm.mity's contractual relations with third countries and 
the experience acquired in this area would suggest that there is a need for a nUmber of 
initiatives to improve the consistency, transparency and visibility of the Community 
approach and to make greater allowance for the sensitivity of third countries and ~e 
principle of non..:mscrimination. · 

The following conclusions set out the basic references to human rights and democratic 
principles. They provide for the following mechanism: 

In all new draft negotiating directives for Community agreements with third parties, the 
following should be included: 

6 
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·(a) in 1be preamble: 

- general references to human rights and democratic values;8 

- references to universal and regional instnunents conunon to both parties; 

(b) in the bxly of the agreement: 

1. Insertion of an Article X, defining the essential elements, to be adapted 
according to circumstances (e.g. OSCE membership, market economic 
principles, etc.): 

Most recently in the Resolution of 12 April 1995 on the world human rights 
situation in 1993/94 and the Union's human rights policy (Rapporteur, Mr 
Imbeni): paragraphs 47, 62-65. 
This question was discussed in two meetings of the External Relations Group 
(13 March and 24 April 1995), and was the only item on the agenda of the 
COREPER meeting of 27 April. 
The recitals could also mention the rule of law and good governance and the 
Vi~ human rights conference of June 1993. 
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''Respect for the democratic principles and fundamental human rights 
established by {the Universal Declaration of Hwnan Rights }![the Helsinki Final 
Act and the Charter of Paris for a New Europe] inrpires the domestic and 
extemal policies of the Community and of [the country or group of countries 
concemed} and constitutes an essential element of this agreement. " -

The same applies to the principles of market economy as they are defined in 
the CSCE Bonn conference document on economic cooperation.9 

2. Insertion of an Article Y on non-execution: 

n If either Party considers that the other Party 'flay failed to fulfil an obligation 
under this Agreement, it mqy tdce appropriate mecmues. Before so doing, 
except in cases of special urgency, it shall supply the Association CoW1Cil 
with all relevant irifonnation required for a thorough examination of the 
situation with a view to seeking a solution crceptable to the Parlies. 

In the selection of mecmues, priority must be given to those which lemt 
disturb the fW1Ctioning of this Agreement. These meClSUIT!s shall be notified 
immediately to the Association CoW1Cil and shall be the subject . of 
consultations within the Association CoW1Cil if the other Party so requests." 

3. Insertion of interpretative declarations on Article Y: 

"(q The Parties agree; for the purpose of the correct intetpretation and 
prrxtical application of this Agreement, that the tenn ''cases of special 
urgency" in Arlicle Y means a case of the material brecrh of the Agreement 
by one of the Parties. A material brecrh of the Agreement consists in: 

(i) repudiation of the Agreement not sanctioned by the general rules of 
international law; · 
or . 
(ii) violation of essential elements of the Agreement, namely its Article X 

(b) The parties agree that the "appropriate measures" referred to in Arlicle Y 
are meamres taken in crcordance with intemational law. If a party takes a 
mearure in a care of special urgency m provided for under Article Y, the other 
party mqy avail itself of the procedwe relating to settlement of disputes. " 

In the Commission's opinion the application of this mechanism comes within the ambit 
of respect for the principle of proportionality between the breach cited and the degree of 
reaction. Use of the concept "special urgency" opens an option without creating an 
obligation and it is in thiS context that it is for the parties to gauge what measures they 
should take. 

This may entail building on the standard provisions on human rights and democratic 
principles to strengthen or clarify the nature of the commitments involved, without 

9 This provision applies to all OSCE participants, and to other countries at the discretion 
of the ColDlcil. · 
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altering the legal scope of the text The wording given for Article X should fearure 
among the first articles of the "General principlesn title, and it should not be altered or 
diluted by inclusion in a more general provision. · 

This Col11111W1ication will be be addressed to the Cowtcil and to Parliament 



ANNEX1 

Standard won:Jing for clauses on hwnan rights 
and the relevant inte1]11T!tative declarotions 

1. Essential element clause 

Article X [General principles or General/Political Dialogue] 

''Respect for the democrntic principles and hlUDall rights established by [the Helsinki 
Final Act and the <llarter of Paris for a New Europe} [as well as the principles of 
marlc.et economy) [as defined at the Bonn CSCE conference) impires the domestic 
and external policies of the Conummity and of [tbinl country] and comtitute an 
essential element of this agreement" 

2. · Complementary clause 

Article Y: 
(a) explicit suspension or "Baltic" clause 

''lbe parties resetve the right to smpend this Agreement in whole or in pqt with 
immediate effect if a seriom breach of its essential provisiom occms" 

(b) general non-execution or "Bulgarian" clause 

"If either Party comiders tbat the other Party 1m failed to fulfil an obligation under 
this-Agreement, it may mke appropriate measmes. Before so doing, except in cases 
of special mgency, it shall supply the Association Council with all rei~ 
infomJation required for a thorough examination of the situation with a view ro 
seeking a solution acceptable to the Parties. 

In the selection of ~ures, priority mmt be given to those which least distmb the 
functioning of this Agreement These measures shall be notified immediately ro the 
Association CotmCil and shall be the subject of comultatiom within the Association 
Council if the other Party so requests." 
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3. General interpretative declarations 

i. Unilateml declarntion by the European Comnumity (~ment with the Czech 
Republic, July 1993) 

"The reference to the respect for human rights as an essential element of the 
Agreement and to the cases of special urgency bas been included in the 
Agreement as a result of the policy followed by the Community in the area of 
human rights pmsuant to the Council Declaration of 11 May 1992 which 
foresees such reference in the Cooperation or Association Agreements between 
the Community and its partners in the Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe." 

ii. .bint declaration (agreement with the Rmsian Federation, .ime 1994) 

''The Parties declare tbat the inclusion in the Agreement of the referenc~ to 
respect for human rights constituting an essential element of the Agreement 
and to the ~es of special urgency flows from 
* the Comnnmity's policy in the area of human righm, in confonnity with the 
Declaration of the CoiDlCil of 11 May 1992 which provides for the inclusion 
of this reference in cooperation or association agreements between the 
Community and its CSCE partnets, as wen as 
* Rmsia's policy in this field and 
* the attachment of both Parlies to the Jelevant obligations, arising in particular 
from the Helsinki Final Act and the Olarter of Paris for a New Emope." 

4. Interpretative declarations accompanying a ~eral non-execution clause 
_.-' 

i. Standard joint declamtion 

" The Parties agree, for the pwpose of the conect interpretation and pmctical application 
of tbis Agreement, tbat the tenn ''cases of special urgency" in Article Y means a ~ of 
the material breach of the Agreement by one of the Parlies. A material breach of the 
Agreement consists in: -

(i) repudiation of the agreement not sanctioned by the geneml rules of international 
law; 
or 
(ii) violation of essential elements of the Agreement, namely its Article X. 

ii . .bint declamtion (agreement with the Rmsian Federation, .ime 1994) 

''The parties agree tbat the 'appropriate measures" refened to in Article Y are measures 
taken in accordance with international law. If a party takes a measure in a case of special 
urgency as provided for under Article Y, the other party may avail itself of the procedure 
relating to settlement of disputes." 
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ANNEX2 

Summary of measmes that may be taken in response to serious human rights' violations 
or serious interruptions of democratic process: · 

- alteration of the contents of cooperation programmes or the channels used 
- reduction of cultural, scientific ,and technical cooperation programmes 
- postponement of a Joint Committee meeting 

suspension of high-level bilateral contacts 
- postponement of new projects 
- refusal to follow up partner's initiatives 
- trade embargoes 
- suspension of anns sales, suspension of military cooperation 

suspension of cooperation 
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ANNEXE .. 3. 

REFER£NCES AUX DROIT'S DE t.'HOIIME ET AUX PRINC2PES OEMOCRAn~UES 
. DANs LES ACCORDS CEIPAYS nERS 

·. 
·: Elat de:~ n6gociatlon:r 

/ref. JOCL 

Amerf"ae Ladae 
ACc:ciiQs de 2:1.!J4.93 J01..2511993 
~«pays 
membra I 
AltQEN"'''NE 02.04.95 JOI...295/1990 
~OUVIE I 03.02.93 JOL-31311992 
BR.ESlL 29.06.92 JOL.. 16311992 
CHIIJ 12.12.90 JOL-79/1991 

IS1'HME c=.crc- 22.02.93 JCL.. 
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MEXIQtiE 17.10.91 JOL..l4011991 
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-
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. 
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. 

I ·. 
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inCIIrmllloniUe qui c:anstituetlt 11ft eJemenc asendel de CltS ac=rcts.. 

• SI~.W~e partie c:ansid6nt qua raun rta pa rwnpiii"Une.cles ~que lui impose 1e present IC:Cald. 
eGe peut prendN des IMSWIIS ~II dOlt. saut en cas cturvenc-~ •. 
fDumir au canset ctaaoc:illllan lauliiS 1es iad'ocnlllbiS ~ Mc:asaana * un a:amen 
~rafarldl de ladudon en vwde ~..,. soludan ~paries~ 

. . 
. • "'Las ~ se reserv.nt re dRill de~ avec det lnrMdlal r~llcaaon de rac=n:~ dans sa 

tatall6 au partiellement en c::a chll8inl8 ~ aux dllpositlons eaeftllelles de raccald" 

• C*:laratlan 11111exee • rac=rd : "i.es patties c:GIIIIienMftt. aux ftna de ~tatlcn c:cmtdll et 
de rapp~~c:U~on pat~que de rac:ccrd. que Ia tenna • cu ~ wg.a' flgunlftt dans rlltlde
slgnifient les cas de WUIIon substlldlelle de l'ac:l::aC'd par fUne da deux parties. Une vialatlan 
auDstanCielle de r-=nt ~ · 
a) dans 1e re;et de rac:cald ncn sanc:IOM6 !*'lei Ngles ;M8rales ctu droit infemallonal 
ou . . 
bl dans ra ~cia~ eaendels de racr:ani I'IIPris dins rartk:l&.." 

'LO •••• 
. · .. 



References to hmnan rights and democmtic priDciples 
in Conummity agreements with third countries 

KEY 

A. Regional European framework 

1. The provisions and principles of the following should be fully implemented: 

(a) the Conference on Sectnity and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) 
(b) the Helsinki Final Act, the concluding documents of the Madrid and Vienna conferences 
(c) the closing document of the Copenhagen meeting 
(d) the Charter of Paris for a New Europe, particularly in respect of the rule of law, democracy 

and hwnan rights (November 1990) 
(e) the Bonn CSCE conference document on economic cooperation 
2. Recognizing the importance of guaranteeing ethnic and national minority rights 

(a) in line with the commitments entered into in the context of the CSCE 
(b) and of establishing a system based on pluralism and free and democratic elections 
3. Aware of the importance of strengthening their democratic institutions and supporting the 

economic reform process 
4. Reference to the European Convention on the Protection ofHinnan Rights and Fundamental 

FreedolllS . 

B. Attcrlunent to the principles of the United Nations Charter 

1. to democratic values and respect for hmnan rights 
2. and wishing to express their lll1.1tU3l desire to maintain and strengthen their friendly relations 

on the basis of those principles 

C Ati!PtmenJ to the principles of eqldity, freedom and justice 

1. and asserting their shared wish to help initiate a new phase of economic cooperation and to 
facilitate the development of their respective hmnan and material resources on the basis of 
those principles . 

2. and asserting their shared wish to promote the development of their hmnan and ph)!Sical 
·resourCes in a context of freedom, equality and justice 

3. and emphasizing their shared attachment to the promotion of international economic relations 
based on freedom, ~ty. justice and progress 

D. Other references 

1. welcoming the transfonnation of the country into a democratic and multiracial society and 
the importance attached to hmnan rights 

2. recognizing that in the wake of recent political developments the country wishes to stabilize 
and consolidate democracy and promote economic and social progress 

3. the importance attached by the parties to respect for the hmnan rights, democmtic principles 
and economic freedom that lmderpin this agreement 

4. attachment to democratic values and respect for hmnan rights 
5. whereas the main beneficiary of cooperation is man, and these rights should therefore be 

. promoted 
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